
Memory: 
The HD44780 provides an 80x8 bit Display Data RAM (DDRAM). This is used to store the data 
that is being displayed on the screen. This allows the HD44780 to store up to 40 characters per 
line. It is important to note that the DMC-16204 will display only 16 characters per line. The 
extra memory here can be used to store characters that may then be shifted onto the screen. All 
data to be displayed must be stored in the form of an 8 bit ASCII code character. 
 
 

Figure 2: 1 Line Display 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3: 2 Line Display 
 

 



Instructions: 
The HD44780 has a number of different instructions that it can execute. These instructions are 
listed in the following table: 
 
 

Table 2: Instructions 
 

  



It is important to note that the HD44780 can only execute one instruction at a time. Before 
sending an instruction to the display, the busy flag must to be read. If the busy flag is zero, then 
the instruction can be sent to the display, otherwise the instruction must be held by the 
microprocessor until the current instruction has completed execution and the busy flag is cleared. 
 
Instruction Descriptions: 
 
Clear Display 
This instruction writes a 0x20 to all locations in the DDRAM. It also sets the DDRAM address to 
zero and unshifts the display, if it had been shifted. It also sets the display to increment mode.  
 
Return Home 
The DDRAM Address is set to zero and the display is unshifted, if it had been shifted. 
 
Entry Mode Set 
This instruction has two parameters, which it controls. The first is I/D. If this bit is high, the 
display increments the DDRAM address by one every time a character is written to the screen. If 
it is low, then the display address will be decremented by one every time a character is written. 
The second parameter is S. When S is high, the display shifts after a character is written to the 
screen. It will shift to the right if I/D = 0 or to the left if I/D=1. When S is low, the display does 
not shift when a character is written. 
 
Display Control On/Off 
This instruction has 3 parameters that the user can set. The first is D. This turns the display on 
when it is high and off when it is low. The second parameter is C. This displays the cursor when it 
is high and turns the cursor off when it is low. The last parameter is B. When this is high the 
character indicated by the cursor will blink. When it is low the display will not blink. 
 
Cursor or Display Shift 
This instruction shifts either the cursor or display by 1 character, without modifying the data 
stored in the DDRAM. The direction of the shift is determined by the value in the R/L bit. Both 
lines shift simultaneously. The shifting type and direction are summarized in the following table: 
 
 

Table 3: Shift Functions 
 

 



Figure 4: 2 Line by 16 Character Display 
 

 
 
 
Function Set 
This instruction is used to initialize the display and what format the display will be using. This is 
done only during the initialization process and it may not be changed later in the program. DL is 
the data length of the interface. For this program, DL is always high, since the only the 8 bit 
interface is used. N is the number of display lines and F is the font size. 
 
 

Table 4: Function Set 
 

 
 
 
Set DDRAM Address 
This sets the DDRAM to the address included in the instruction. When the display is in single line 
mode the addresses range from 0x00 to 0x4F. In 2 line mode, the instructions range from 0x00 to 
0x27 for the first line and from 0x40 to 0x67 for the second line.  
 
Read Busy Flag 
This instruction sends the state of the Busy Flag to the microcontroller. This appears on bit 7 and 
is used to determine if the LCD screen controller is still executing an instruction. If the bit is high, 
then there is an instruction executing that must be completed before another instruction can be 
written to the LCD screen controller 
 


